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After hearing about the above inscriptions a friend_ called my 
attention to several fragments of a soft yellow limestone, bearing 
deeply-inciserl Greek characters, in a deserted house at the north 
side of the village. Four were found in one room and a fifth formed 
part of the floor in a dark corner near the entrance to the house. 
When put together these presented the appearance shown in Fig. 7. 
A search was made for the missing fragments both in the house and 
in the courtyard but without success. This inscription is stored at 
Jerusalem with the others. The slab has four fine horizontal lines 
scratched on it to act as guiding lines to the letterer. The drawing 
is reduced to one-sixth actual size; the original measures 61 cm. x 

32 cm. 

NOTES ON THE GREEK INSCRIPTIONS FROM 

BEERSHEBA. 

By Prof. F. C. BURKITT, D.D., F.B.A. 

THE stones from Beersheba acquired and described by Capt. Douglas 
Blair are of considerable interest. No. 3 is a further fragment of 
the official document discussed by M. Clermont-Ganneau in the 
Quarterly Statement for July, 1902, pp. 269-282, and for Oct., 1902, 
pp. 385-388. Unfortunately the new fragment is even smaller and 
more mutilated than that discussed by him. Of the others, No. 1 is 
a Christian gravestone dated 57(0) in the era of Gaza, i.e. between 
510 and 519 A.D. (The unit figure is mutilated.) 

Nos. 2 and 4 are also Christian gravestones, dated by Indictions 
and also by years, viz., 370 and 356. The era is not specified, but 
it cannot be that of Gaza, for the Indictions do not begin till 313 A.D., 

which would be 373 A.G., besides giving a date too early on general 
grounds. I therefore suggest that they are dated by the era of 
Eleutheropol~, as in the very similar stone published by Prof. R. A. S. 
Macalister in the Qitarterly Statement for April, 1903, p. 172. I do 
not know whether this era has ever been exactly determined, but as 
Beth-Gubrin (Beit Jibrin) was refounded by Septimius Severus with 
the new name of Eleutheropolis about the year 200 A.D., it is 
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probable that that is the date required. The date of the gravestone 
is Hyperberetaeus 6, Ind. 4, Year 356. Now for the twelve months 
from 1 Sept. to 31 Aug., 555/6, the lndiction was 4: Hyperbere
taeus 6 corresponds to Oct. 3, 1 so that the date of No. 4 is 3 Oct., 
555 A.D. 

We can now fix the era of Eleutheropolis with some precision. 
The gravestone in the Quarterly Statement for April, 1903, p. 172, is 
dated Daesius 16, Ind. 6,'Year of Eleutheropolis 344. If we assume 
this calendar to be the same as that of Gaza, viz., months of 30 days 
with intercalation in August, Daesius 16 is June 10. Further, i.f 
Oct. 3, 555 A.D., be 356 A.E., Ind. 4, then Oct. 3, 543 A.D., will be 
344 A.E., Ind. 7. But as June 344 A.E. is Ind. 6, it is clear that 
the year of Eleutheropolis did not begin on Sept. 1 with the new 
Indiction. Probably it began on Dius I, i.e. Oct. 28. To reduce 
years A.E. to years A.D. it is therefore necessary to add 199 from 
Jan. 1 to Oct. 27, and 198 from Oct. 28 to Dec. 31. 

The three dates we get from these stones are therefore 510-519, 
555, and 569 A.D., so that we may reasonably infer that the Edict 
(No. 3) belongs to the legislation either of Anastasius (491-518) or 
of Justinian (527-565), probably the latter. 

No. 1. 
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1 See Clermont-Ganneau, Arch. Reaearches in Palestine, II, 398--4l:9; alao 
G. F. Hill, Life of Porphyry of Gaza (Oxford, 1913), p. 148. 
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[ + l>.N]Enb.H H Ml>. The blessed Mary entered 

[Kb.Pl]b. Mb.Plb. TH into rest the 2lst of Artemisius, 

H 
[M b.PT]EMICIOY b.I< it being according to (the era of) 

[ ... ]Kb. Tb. rl>.Zb. I the Gazaeans the 

[OYC ·]Ocl> ETOYC 57(0)th year, 

I assume that there should be a line over l>.K in line 3, and that 
it means 21. The date is 16 May, 510/9 A.D. 

No. 2. 
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[ + EN0AAE]KITE 0 MAKA 

[ PIO]C IWb.NNHC ZO 

nJEPITIOY r 1 NAs 

E]TOYC TO 

Here lies the blessed 

John Z. [who died] the 3rd 

of Peritius, lndiction [2] 

Year 370. 
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Possibly this is the gravestone of that John, a fragment of whose 
ornamented tomb is published in t.he Quarterly Statement for July, 
1902, p. 234, fig. 8. The style of lettering, however, though of the 

'same period, is not quite the same. The date is 28 Jan., 569 A.D. 

No. 3. 
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This fragment joins on to the lower corner of that figured in the 
Quarterly Statement for July 1902, p. 270. To show the connexion, 
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and also the general arrangement of the lettering, I have made the 
appended sketch of both fragments together. It is to be noted that 
the ends of the last four lines in our fragment appear to be 
complete, confirming M. Clermont-Ganneau's way of reading the 

dpcument in continuous horizontal lines, notwithstanding the long 
breaks before N (i.e. voµlaµa7a). The strange signs '9c (1 = lii~), 
and '/' (1 = ,;.,dp) do not occur here. 

The three lines, where the old and new fragments meet, read:-

0 0 

... P TOY Bll<b.PIOY NPN S TOICIAOYAs N~ 

b.IAIA NS. ~ TOY N\EOY Kb.CTPOY N~ 

s NS S TOIC jAOYAs 

The parts to the right of the vertical line are from the new 
fragment. The beginning of line 3 in the old fragment is quite 
uncertain; possibly it is ... Cb.Xb.s, i.e. (B'/O) ~axa(piov). 

It is to be hoped that this interesting relic of~the fiscal arrange
ments of the Byzantine Empire in the century before the coming 
of Islam may receive further elucidation, but there can be little doubt 
that M. Clermont-Ganneau has seized the essential!point in regarding 
it as a list of the sums of money (adaerati<mes) due to the various 
imperial garrisons of Palestine as a substitute for the old dues paid 
in kind ( annonae ). 
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+ b.NEnb.H 0 
MA~ CTEtl>b.N 
OC 0EOAWPOY 

H •. 
CXQl\s EN M· YnEP 
BEP S INAs A 

ETOYC TNS + 

No. 4. 
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Scale !· 
The blessed 

Stephen son of 

Theodore, the Advocate, 

was laid to rest on the 

6th of Hyperberetaeus, 

Year 356. 

The Tin the year-number:is not quite clear, but it looks more 
like T than Y. On the assumption, as explained above, that the 
era is that of Eleutheropolis, the date is 3 Oct., 555 A.D. 

Numbers 5 and 6 consist of a single letter only, but of interest 
as being possibly the beginnings of lines in the official inscription. 
Capt. Blair, however, rather'thinks the letters are slightly too big.1 

1 [Numbers 5 and 6 are not'reproduced here.-ED.] 
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No. 7. 

Scale t. 

[ + MAPO]Y0A 0 MAKAPs [Mar]utha the blessed 

[ ... IE]PO AIAKONOC Kb. TE. . . Deacon was laid to rest 

[nb.H] EN TH iE TOY MH on the 15th.of Apellaeus, 

[NOC A]nEA/\EOY I N[A Indiction .... eighth. 

[ .... ]OrAOHC-

The name is, of course, doubtful, and the year appears not to 
have been given. If "Sth" be the Indiction year, it should have 
been neuter to agree with. :To~ understood, not feminine and 
agreeing with ~µ€pa. The 15th of Apellaeus is Dec. 11. 

I take this opportunity of pointing out that the inscription at 
Kuriet es-Sa'idah, figured in the Quarterly Statement for July, 1904, 
p. 251, only implies one lintel, and that it reads:-

~ TOYTO KTHCMb. © MAPI NOY Alb.~0 

And this is a Foundation EJ1 of Marinus the Deacon. 

l<THCMA is merely a misspelling of K-rt'aµa. 


